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ABERDEENSHIRE (Aberdeenshire)
Fetternear 279
Monymsk House 268, 276, 278
Monymsk Priory 279
Aberlemno, Angus, school of Pictish sculpture 236–37
Act for the Protection of Ancient Monuments 43, 47–48
Adomnain, St, Life of Columba 262
aerial photography and reconnaissance
multi-period 241–43
prehistoric sites 101
Romano-British 180–81, 186–87, 205–07, 210–11, 217
and see cropmark sites
agricultural practices
arable cultivation 179
grain storage 287–89, 310–11
and see cereals, plants, weeds
agricultural tools, iron 155, 160–61
Aikenhead, James, Edinburgh advocate 330, 331
amber, bead 134, 138
analyses see charcoal, dental, geophysical, palynological (pollen), radiocarbon dates, skeletal
Anderson, Joseph, identified Monymusk Reliquary as the Breckennach 268, 276, 277, 278
ANGUS (Angus)
Aberlemno 236–37
Aberroth Abbey 270–71
Beechwood, Dundee 168, 173
Glamis, Pictish cross-slabs 223–39
antler, worked 134
Aberroth Abbey, Angus
custody of the Breckennach 270
passed it to Forglen 270–71
architecture, 44
Anglo-Saxon 46, 47
archaeological surveys see aerial photography, fieldwalking, geophysical analysis
ard-share, iron 160
armlets, bone 134, cannel coal 134
army, Roman
military penetration into Moray Firth littoral 177, 179, 214–17, 220
possible titulum entrance to enclosure 209
Arnold, Matthew 30, 31
arrowhead, flint, leaf-shaped 71, 72, 74
art
animal ornament 229
Carolingian 231, 234
Insular 227
interlace 223, 229–30, 235
key pattern 233–34, 236
lateral loops 231
Northumbrian 227
related to social conditions 45, 54
stippled decoration 267–68
and see symbol stones
awl or blade, bronze, possible 121–22
axehead, stone, polished 61, 71–72, 73, 74, 81
AYRSHIRE (South Ayrshire)
Culzean Castle 429
Baldwin Brown, Gerard 41–55
academic work 44–47 and legacy 52–54
on ancient buildings 44
Arts of Early England 45–47
The Care of Ancient Monuments 48
Fellow of Society of Antiquaries of Scotland 42
on museums 52
on restoration 50–52
Rhind lecturer (1910) 42
Watson-Gordon Chair of Fine Art 41–42
Balfarg/Balbirnie, Fife 81
Balnagerth, Moray 177, 179, 205, 216, 217
excavations 207–10
BANFFSHIRE (Aberdeenshire)
Boynie 177, 178, 219, 212–14, 216, 217
Forglen 270–71, 272–74, 276–78
Portknockie 219, 247, 258, 261
Bannockburn, Stirlingshire, AD 1314 battle 268, 272
Barbush Quarry, Dunblane, Perthshire 87–100
Barham, E, iron agricultural implements 160–61
barrows
cropmark sites 205, 241–43
square 241–43, 261–62
Barry, Sir Francis Tress 129, 136
re-analysis of his sites and finds 143
beads
amber 134, 138
bone 134
bronze tubular 122
cannel-coal, disc 93–95, 97–98
faience, burnt 101, 103, 104, 110–19
glass, blue biconical 197–99, 219
and see necklaces
cremation 101, 103–04, 120–21, 124
young adult female and infant 105–06 and see skeletal analysis
blue staining on bones 106, 107, 108, 121–22, 124–25
pyres 101, 104
cropmark sites 177, 179, 187, 210, 214, 217
barrows, round and square 205, 241–43
cemetery 241–43
ditched enclosure 243
later prehistoric sites 179
croiser shrines 270
relics 275
crosses, stone 230
and see stones carved, Pictish crucibles, melting tin-bronze 132, 134
ditch enclosure boundary 241, 243–47
Fuitre, Perthshire 149–66
rectilinear 177, 179, 217
Culbin, Moray 123
timber 82
Easter Galcantray, Nairnshire 177, 178, 186–89, 217, 218, 219
EAST LOTHIAN (East Lothian)
cemetery 241–43
excavations 189–205
barrows, round and square 205, 241–43
217, 218, 219
captain’s Cabin, Castle Park, Dunbar 283–317
Edston, Peeblesshire 172
Elizabeth, Queen of Bohemia 327, 328, 329
enclosures
boundary of promontory fort 286
enclosure boundary 241, 243–47, 260
rectilinear 177, 179, 217
timber 82
endoscopy examination of faience beads 114, 115
descendants try to reclaim Elizabeth of Bohemia’s jewels 335, 336–37
and see Livingston, Elizabeth
and see stones carved, Pictish cup-marks, base of Pictish stone 223
curle, A O 49, 50
curling 421
and see stones carved, Pictish daubing, dating 63, beads, quoit 113, segmented 111–13, 114–18
interpretation 74–76
default 196
Dalland, M, field work at Kinbeachie 59–62, dating 63, daub 196
Dalland, M, field work at Kinbeachie 59–62, dating 63, daub 196
Davies, Mary, disc bead necklace 93–95
Delft field Pottery, 1748–1826
advertisements 389, 395
experiment with new types of pottery 381–82, 383
partnerships and running the business 378
site in Glasgow 377
Watt critical of products 395
dental analysis
Bronze Age 93, 107
and see Hamilton, Gilbert and Watt, James
dental analysis
Bronze Age 93, 107
diseased analysis
Bronze Age 93, 107
early medieval 299–300, 302
dinwiddie, Laurence and Robert, established Delftfield Pottery 376, 378, 392
discs/rotolids, stone 134
ditches
curvilinear 89–91
flat-bottomed 151–52, 153–55
V-shaped 89, 181, 184, 191, 195, 207, 208, 212, 217–18
and see house, ring-groove
doublet, woollen twill, checked 319–26
dun Ardtreck, Skye 432
Dunbar, East Lothian
burnt AD 843 by Kenneth MacAlpin 283, 314
capture AD 1650 by Oliver Cromwell 327
and see captain’s Cabin, Castle Park
dunblane Cathedral, Perth, restoration 50, 51
dupplin Cross, Perthshire 234
durrow, Book of, lion symbol 232
dyslexia among stone masons 368
earthworks see enclosures
Easter Galcantray, Nairnshire 177, 178, 179, 186–89, 217, 218, 219
excavations 189–205
EAST LOTHIAN (East Lothian)
captain’s Cabin, Castle Park, Dunbar 283–317
Edston, Peeblesshire 172
Elizabeth, Queen of Bohemia 327, 328, 329
enclosures
boundary of promontory fort 286
enclosure boundary 241, 243–47, 260
rectilinear 177, 179, 217
timber 82
endoscopy examination of faience beads 114, 115
energy-dispersive X-ray fluorescence (EDXRF) 114, 118,
descendants try to reclaim Elizabeth of Bohemia’s jewels 335, 336–37
and see Livingston, Elizabeth
cup-marks, base of Pictish stone 223
curle, A O 49, 50
curling 421
and see stones carved, Pictish daubing, dating 63, beads, quoit 113, segmented 111–13, 114–18
interpretation 74–76
default 196
Dalland, M, field work at Kinbeachie 59–62, dating 63, daub 196
Dalland, M, field work at Kinbeachie 59–62, dating 63, daub 196
Davies, Mary, disc bead necklace 93–95
Delft field Pottery, 1748–1826
advertisements 389, 395
experiment with new types of pottery 381–82, 383
partnerships and running the business 378
site in Glasgow 377
Watt critical of products 395
dental analysis
Bronze Age 93, 107
early medieval 299–300, 302
dinwiddie, Laurence and Robert, established Delftfield Pottery 376, 378, 392
discs/rotolids, stone 134
ditches
curvilinear 89–91
flat-bottomed 151–52, 153–55
V-shaped 89, 181, 184, 191, 195, 207, 208, 212, 217–18
and see house, ring-groove
doublet, woollen twill, checked 319–26
dun Ardtreck, Skye 432
Dunbar, East Lothian
burnt AD 843 by Kenneth MacAlpin 283, 314
capture AD 1650 by Oliver Cromwell 327
and see captain’s Cabin, Castle Park
dunblane Cathedral, Perth, restoration 50, 51
dupplin Cross, Perthshire 234
durrow, Book of, lion symbol 232
dyslexia among stone masons 368
earthworks see enclosures
Easter Galcantray, Nairnshire 177, 178, 179, 186–89, 217, 218, 219
excavations 189–205
EAST LOTHIAN (East Lothian)
captain’s Cabin, Castle Park, Dunbar 283–317
Edston, Peeblesshire 172
Elizabeth, Queen of Bohemia 327, 328, 329
enclosures
boundary of promontory fort 286
enclosure boundary 241, 243–47, 260
rectilinear 177, 179, 217
timber 82
endoscopy examination of faience beads 114, 115
energy-dispersive X-ray fluorescence (EDXRF) 114, 118, 124–25
England, Anglo-Saxon 45–47
environmental evidence see bone, cereals, plants, soils, trees, woodland
erosion
aeolian 179, 213
flooding 187–88
Eunain, St (St Adomna) 271
faience 101, 103, 104, 110–14, 121
beads, quoit 113, segmented 111–13, 114–17, star 113, 117–18
manufacture and firing 114–18
internal straw impression 115, 116
made in Findhorn region 118–19
Farnell, Perthshire, Pictish stone 231, 237–38
faunal remains see bones
Fetternear, Aberdeenshire, Banner and Palace 279
field systems, cropmarks 177, 178
fieldwalking 59, 69
pottery and worked stone found 64, 69, 73, 76
fieldwork and excavation 59–62
TIFE (Fife)
Balfarg/Balbirnie 81
Fillan, St 272, 276
Findhorn no 102, Moray 101–28
Finnegan, A C, flints 160
flax 287, 307, 309
flint
blades, serrated 70, 71, possibly used for cutting grasses
or cereals 73, 75, 80
chunk of grey 110
de edge retouched 71
flakes 60, 70, 160
ground to add to clay for 18th-century pottery 379, 385–86
leaf-point see arrowhead
debitage 70, 71
scrapers 70–71
use of flint 79–80
worked 91
flora see cereals, hazelnut shells, plants, trees
Forbes, Sir William 3–4
FORGLEN, BANFFSHIRE 270
army service for holding the Breccabennach 270–71, 272–74, 276–78
tenants of 272–74, 276–78

FORTEVIOIT, PERTHSHIRE 8

forts
internal buildings 195–97, 219
promontory 283–84, 285–86, 314
Roman period, possible 186, 204–05, 214–17
titulum entrance, possible 209

FOULIS, ROBERT 422–29

FRANKLIN, J, artefacts from Dunbar cemetery 303–06
tenants of 272–74, 276–78

FORTEVIOIT, PERTHSHIRE 8

HOLDEN, T
charcoalized plant remains 65–69
charred plant remains 306–11
houses
Neolithic 82, 204
possible prehistoric, ring-groove and stake 159, 161–62
round, timber with porch 250–52, 259
sheep 163
Iron Age, Atlantic roundhouse see roundhouses
and see brochs, structures
human remains see cremation, dental analysis, inhumation, skeletal analysis

HUNTER, J FRAZER, R B K STEVENSON AWARD 446–47

ICE, FOR CURLING 421
rinks, artificial 429
inhumation
burial see funeral rites
child, prehistoric, in cist 87, 93, 101, 105–09
children, Early Historic 292–93, 314
early medieval 285, 289–93, 294 and see skeletal analysis
male skeleton in peat cutting 319–20
INVERNESS-SHIRE (Highland)

GASK RIDGE, PERTHSHIRE 149–50, 163

GEDDES, PROFESSOR WILLIAM D 30
genealogies, Highland clans 9–11
geochemical surveys
magnetic susceptibility 59
magnetometer 59
resistivity 150–51
Gilbert Scott, George 44

GILLIES, ANGUS, PICTISH CROSS-SLABS 223–39
glass
Aurie type cups 174, 175
beads 134, 197–99, 219
bottle see bottle
ring 134
'snake thread' 174, 175
vessels, Roman 132, 134, 135
grain, storage in building 310–11 and see cereals
graves 201 and see cemeteries
grave-markers, stone 205
Gregory, Donald, historian of the Highlands 8–9

HAMILTON, GILBERT 382
correspondence with James Watt 385, 390–92, 399–400
export problems 396
information on glazes 402–04
managing partner, Delftfield Pottery 375, 399, 400
handle, ivory 313
harbours 209–10, 216

HASTIE, M
charcoalized plant remains 65–69
charred plant remains 306–11
hazelnut shells, prehistoric 62, 67, 75, 89
hearthshallow 248
vitrified lining 199–200
HENDERSON, D, elephant ivory 311–14
heritage, historic buildings as cultural 44, 45, 48
Hexham Abbey, Northumberland, restoration 50
history
Celtic, W F Skene’s contribution 13–14, 16, 17
Highland 9–11

Pictish 15
hoards
agricultural tools 155, 160–61
coins, silver 88

Edston, Peeblesshire 172
Falkirk, Stirlingshire, denarii 171
Helmsdale, Sutherland, bronze drinking and serving vessels 174

Holden, T
charcoalized plant remains 65–69
charred plant remains 306–11

Ice, for curling 421
rinks, artificial 429
inhumation
burial see funeral rites
child, prehistoric, in cist 87, 93, 101, 105–09
children, Early Historic 292–93, 314
early medieval 285, 289–93, 294 and see skeletal analysis
male skeleton in peat cutting 319–20
INVERNESS-SHIRE (Highland)

Sand, Applecross Bay 343–35
Iona Abbey, restoration 50, 52, 53
the Iona Club (1833) 9

information on glazes 402–04

JACKSON, HILDA, ILLUSTRATIONS 125
jet, boat-shaped fastener 87, 91, 93, 94–95, 98 and see necklaces

Whitby 95
jewellery and silver plate associated with Elizabeth of Bohemia 327–48
claimants 332, 335–37
inventory 328–29, (appendix 1) 340–42
lawsuits 334–36
notes and letters concerning inventory (appendix 2)
342–45
used as security for debts 330, 331, 333

KEIS, CLAYTON HILL, CAITHNESS 319–26
Keiss sites (Keiss Harbour, Keiss Road, White Gate)
Caithness 130, 133, 139
artefactual evidence 136–37, 139
contemporary use 137–39
development through time 137

Kennedy, Rev John 34–35, 36
Keppie, L Archaeological cine films by the late Anne S Robertson, lecture summary 434
kilns
corn-drying 88, 287, 310
pottery, coal used for firing 392–93
Kinbeachie, Black Isle, Ross and Cromarty 57–87
KIRKCUDBRIGHTSHIRE (Dumfries and Galloway)
Brighouse Bay 168, 169, 170
Kirkoswald Curling Club Minute Book with poem 428–29
knife, stone 134
landscape, historic environment
Carthinsh 130, 137
Culbin 122
define and protect 48
Laigh of Moray 178–79, 214–15
Neolithic 75–76
language
Etymological Dictionary of the Gaelic Language 29, 33
Gaelic 11, 15, 29, 31–32; scholars 23–25, 26
New Testament in Gaelic 24
Pictish 16
Lawrence, Morag, illustrations 125
lead used in pottery glaze 387
Lindisfarne Gospels 227, 230, 236
Lindsay Fischer Lectures 439
lithics see flint, quartz, quartzite, pitchstone, stone
Livingston, Elizabeth, wife of Col A Cunningham 329
parentage (appendix 3) 345–46
possible owner of jewellery and plate associated with Elizabeth of Bohemia 330
Macalpine, Kenneth 283, 315
Macbain/MacBain, Alexander 14, 23–39
Celtic interests 29–36
critical of W F Skene 14–16, 34
education 25–26
Etymological Dictionary of the Gaelic Language 29, 33, 35–36
Gaelic philology 29
interest in history, folklore, myths 27–28, 29
languages 27
teacher 24, 26, 35
McDonald A, on faience 110–19
McGill, C. Early Historic pottery 255–58
MacLeod, Rev Kenneth 26–27, 28, 29, 35
MacLeod, Mary, Young Fellow’s bursary 440
MacKay, Rev Mackintosh 5, 9
MacKenzie, Dr Duncan 35
MacKie, E. The circumnavigation of Scotland by Agricola’s fleet in the early AD 80s: possible evidence from Dun Ardtreck, Skye, lecture summary 432
MacKinnon, Professor Donald 26, 28, 29, 36
Macpherson, James, ‘translator of Ossian’ 28–29, 31
MacPherson, Mary, 35
MacSween, A
Neolithic Impressed ware and Beaker 62–65
Scottish Neolithic Impressed ware 76–79
the Manann 173
Malcolm II (AD 1005–1034) 224
Malcolm III (AD 1057–1093) 283
manuscripts
Gaelic 13
transmission of models into Insular art 231, 232, 234
magnetic susceptibility survey see geophysical surveys
Masonic lodges 378, 381
masons, stone, lettercutting 368–69
Medal, Dorothy Marshall awarded to E B Rennie 447
kilns transmission of models into Insular art 231, 232, 234
magnetic susceptibility survey see geophysical surveys
Masonic lodges 378, 381
masons, stone, lettercutting 368–69
Medal, Dorothy Marshall awarded to E B Rennie 447
mesolithic period
activity 241, 259, 262
eytch chips 159, 160
metalworking
ferrous 287
non-ferrous 123, 132, 138
Meyer, Professor Kuno 31–32
Mesolithic limpet 435
prehistoric Culbin Sands 123
modern period, (post AD 1500) 319–26, 327–48, 349–73
Monymusk House, Aberdeenshire 268, 276, 278
the Monymusk reliquary 267–82
Monymusk Priory, Aberdeenshire 279
the Monymusk reliquary 267–82
function 268–70
is it the Breccenmacht? 276–79
Pictish character of animal decoration 279
possible association with Priory of Monymusk 277, 279
MORAY (Moray)
Balnagie 177, 178, 179, 205, 207–10, 216, 217
Burghhead 215, 247, 261
Culbin 123
no 102 Findhorn 101–28
Thomshill 177, 178, 179–86, 216, 217
Moray Firth littoral, aerial surveys and excavations 177–222
Morrison-Low, A. D. The genesis of photography in Scotland, lecture summary 433
moulds
clay, counterfeiters’ 167–76
shale for coin 173
stone, ingot 134
Morthead, Robert 382
correspondence with James Watt 389–90, 394, 399, 407, 410
takes over Delft Field Company 406
Muller, Professor Max 32–33
museums 52
mythology, Gaelic 27–28
nails, iron
associated with agricultural tools 160, 161
used in timbers 196, 246–47
NAIRNSHIRE (Highland)
Easter Galcantray 177, 178, 179, 186–205, 217, 218, 219
National Committee on Carved Stones in Scotland 351, 454
National Trust 43, 48
place-names
and ‘amateurs’ 34
Celtic 23
plants identified
prehistoric 67, 75
Early Historic 287, 307–09
Historic 320
and see cereals, trees, weeds
ploughs, iron
‘ard’ share 160, 161
swing landside 160–61
points, bone 134 and see arrowhead
population, Neolithic, mobile 80
early medieval, health 303
Portknockie, Banffshire 219, 247, 258, 261
post-holes 57, 254
post-pits, timber gateway 192
rectangular building 248
round house 249–51
timber uprights 60
pottery, Neolithic
Impressed ware 57, 62–64, 74, 75, 76–79
pottery, late Neolithic
Beaker 59, 62, 64–65, 74
Food Vessel 87, 93, 95–97, 98–99
pottery, Bronze Age
cordoned urn 101, 102, 109–10, 124, possible cover 104–05
pottery, Romano-British
abraded, now lost 212
coarsewares 158, 171, 175
Nene Valley colour-coated 134, 135, 175
Rhenish ware 175
samian 132, 134, 135, 158, 160, 163, 164, 175
Severn Valley 432
pottery, Early Historic
Anglian 287, 306
possible Pictish (AD 300–800) 248, 255–58, 260–61, 263
pottery, medieval
Dutch Redware 306
East Coast Redware 89
green glazed 155, 165, 306
gritty orange 192
White Gritty 306
pottery, late and post-medieval
Delffield, 376–77, 379, 380, 381–82
porcelain, production 378–79
Wedgwood Queen’s Ware, 379
Powell, Faye, cremated bone 105–09
Prunus sp. 67, 75
Ptolemy, Geography 215
pyres, funeral 101, 104
arrangement of body 121
oak timbers 122
quartz 70
INDEX | 467

quartzite 70, 91
querns, rotary and saddle 134

radiocarbon determinations (summary pages only)
Barbush Quarry, Dunblane, skeleton 87, 93, 99
Burghead, below rampart 215
Captain’s Cabin, Dunbar, building 285; cemetery 285
Culbin midden 123
Easter Galcantray, burnt layer from ditch 194, 218; pit 203
Impressed wares in Scotland 78
Kinbeachie, Black Isle 57 – 87
Kinbeachie, Black Isle 57, 62, 63, 74
no 102 Findhorn Moray 101, 119 – 20
Tarradale 259

Ramparts
box 247, 260
timber laced 247
tower 247, 260

Ramsay, John 327 – 28
acquired the silver plate and jewellery of ‘Elizbeth of Bohemia’ as security 331
actions to recover stolen property 333 – 34
ownership disputes 335 – 37
razors, bronze and possible mould 122
records, Court of Session 327

Ross & Cromarty (Highland)
Kinbeachie, Black Isle 57 – 87
Tarradale 214, 218, 219, 241 – 63
roundhouses Atlantic 130
external structures 132
need for stratigraphical evidence 141
proximity of Caithness examples 132 – 33
social relations 138 – 40

Ross & Cromarty (Highland)

and see brochs
Royal Caledonian Curling Club 421, 426
Royal Commissions on the Ancient and Historical
Monuments 47, 49 – 50, 54

Roxburghshire (The Scottish Borders)
ramparts
Newstead 169, 170, 171, 172 – 73

Scotsman, John 44, 54

sagas, Norse, W F Skene’s publications 9
St Ninian’s Isle Treasure 268

Scotland
Carry on campaigns 276
Christian Knowledge 24, 26
employment of Gaelic-speaking teachers 23 – 25
Scone, stone of 13
Scotland/Scottish
Atlantic Iron Age 141 – 43
Celtic, history 14
counterfeiter’s moulds 167 – 76
curling 421 – 29
First Settlers Project, lecture summary 434 – 35
genesis of photography, lecture summary 433
importance of Moray Firth littoral 179, 215
Impressed ware 78 – 79
origins of urbanization 315
School of Antiquaries 419
2000 Lectures outlined 2
tombstone lettering 349 – 73
Watt and the Delft Field Pottery 375 – 420

Robert Bruce 268, 272, 276
Robert, J, human bone 293 – 303
Robertson, Anne S, archaeological cinefilms, lecture summary 434

Roman period
army see separate entry
counterfeiter’s moulds 167 – 76
finds, Caithness roundhouses 132, 135, 138, 139, Dun Ardreck 432, Forres 210
Gask Ridge tower system 149 – 50, 152
military architecture 247, 260
military and native interaction 173 – 74
possible military forts along Moray Firth littoral 179, 186, 204, 209
3rd-century material 172, 174 – 75

and see roads
rope, twisted 319, 320

Scott, Sir Walter 4, 5 – 6, 8
Scottish Archaeological Internet Reports (SAIR) 441 – 42, 453 – 54
The Scottish Borders see Peeblesshire, Roxburghshire
scraper, flint 70 – 71
stone 134
seaweed, ash used in faience bead manufacture 118
settlements, human
impact of flooding on 178
multi-period 179, 241
Neolithic 75 – 76
‘power centres’ 262
unenclosed 260
shale, mould 173
shears, bronze and iron 132, 134
Sheridan, Alison
disc-bead necklace 93 – 95
Food Vessel 95 – 97
faience 110 – 19
shrines, portable 269
pyxes 269 – 70
silver
for coins 170
debased 169
plate, belonging to Elizabeth of Bohemia 328
'simmons' see rope, twisted
skeletal analysis by period
prehistoric 93, 101, 105–09
early medieval (cemetery at Dunbar) 293–303
analysis for accidents, disease, pathological conditions, trauma 297–302
17th-century 319–20
Skene, William Forbes 3–21
assessment of his work 16–17
family background 3–5, 6, 7
career and publications 8–11, 13–14
Historiographer Royal for Scotland 14
law firm 12, 16
Macbain's criticisms 14–16, 34
Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland 8
Writer to the Signet 6, 12
SKYE
Dun Ardtreck 432
slag, iron 196
bloomery residues 199–200
slate, decorated 134
society and status 137, 138–39
smelting, metal 199–200
Society of Antiquaries of Scotland 4, 6, 8, 42
Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings 43, 50
SoHo Manufactory, Birmingham 392, 399, 401
soils, aeolian erosion 179, 213
soil survey 39
spade head, iron 160, 161
spearhead, iron 134, 138, 139
Speed, Laura, illustrations 83
spindle-whorls, bone and stone 134
spoon, bone 134
Stevenson, Robert B K Award to Fraser Hunter 446–47
Stevenson, Robert Louis 12
Stevenson, Sylvia, illustrations 83
STIRLINGSHIRE (Stirlingshire)
Banockburn 268, 272
Falkirk 171
stone tools and objects see arrowheads, discs/pot lids, flint, mould, pebbles, pitchstone, quartz, quartzite, querns, scrapers, shale, spindle whorls, whetstone
stone objects and tools from Keiss roundhouses, listed 134
stone, worked 57, 69–74, 91, 93
stones
decorated see symbol stones
Foulis' patent indoor curling 422–25
'pillow' 289
structures
rectangular timber 57, 60
rectilinear 248, 261
round, ring-groove and stake 159, 162
sleeper-beam 156–59, 162, 164
stone, rectangular 283, 287–89, 310–11, 314
surfacing/metalling of interiors 250
survey, ground penetrating 209, 210, 212
SUTHERLAND (Highland)
Helmsdale 174
symbol stones, Pictish 223–39
carving technique 226
Class I 226
combinations of symbols 223, 233, 236
'mirror' 223, 226, 233
pedimented top 223, 230–31
'triple disc' 223, 226, 233
Tacitus, Agricola 216–17
Tarradale, Ross and Cromarty 214, 218, 219
excavations 243–63
评估 of his work 16–17
textiles 152 and see doublet, woolen
thermoluminescence, pottery dating 192
Thomshill, Elgin, Moray 177, 178, 216, 217
survey and excavations 179–86
tiles, Roman 89
timber, use of burnt 254
casting false denarii 170
construction of gateway 192
defensive works/box rampart 246, 247
Neolithic rectangular structure 60
oak in funeral pyre 122
putative buildings in fort 195, 197
tower structure 247
tin and bronze smelting 132
casting false denarii 170
used in faience manufacture 118, 119
tombstones, (1241–1855), Scottish lettering 349–73
tools, iron, agricultural 155, 160–61
towns, 12th-century development 314–15
Treasure Trove 48
trees
Betulus sp. 320
non-oak charcoal 119
oak charcoal 104, 122–23
Prunus sp. 67, 75
Quercus 254, 259
Utrecht Psalter 234
vexillum, flag or banner as saintly relic 274–76
Watson, William J 23, 24, 25, 30, 36
Watt, James 375–420
partner in Delft field Pottery 375, 379, 381–82, 397–412
partnership with Matthew Boulton in Birmingham 399, 401–02
research and experiments into chemistry of clays 379–80, 389; glazes 387–92
technical adviser 382–93
trade promotion 394–97
Wedgwood correspondence 384, 394
Watt Papers acquired by Birmingham Central Library 375
weaving
bobbins 134
two triangular tablet 132, 134
Wedgwood, Josiah 376, 379, 394
dealsings with Watt 386, 388
exporting 395, 396
produces ‘pearl ware’ 387
Queen’s Ware 379
weeds of cultivation/waste ground 307, 308–09
whetstone 134
Wickham-Jones, C
worked stone 69–74, use of flint 79–80
A diet of limpets? new work by the Scotland’s First
Settlers Project on the early settlement of the Inner
Sound, West Scotland, lecture summary 434–35
Wild, F C, samian 160
William I (ap 1165–1214) 270
Withew, Paul, blue staining on cremated bone 124–25

woodland, Mesolithic modification 259, 262
Woolf, Alex, events and process in the Scottish Viking
Age, lecture summary 436
X-ray fluorescence (xrf) spectrometry analysis
blue stained cremated bone 121
counterfeit moulds 170
crucible 132
shale mould 173
X-radiography, iron objects 160
Young Fellow’s bursary 440